Abstract. Functional connectivity using resting-state fMRI has emerged as an important research tool for understanding normal brain function as well as changes occurring during brain development and in various brain disorders. Most prior work has examined changes in pairwise functional connectivity values using a multi-variate classification approach, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM). While it is powerful, SVMs produce a dense set of high-dimensional weight vectors as output, which are difficult to interpret, and require additional post-processing to relate to known functional networks. In this paper, we propose a joint framework that combines network identification and classification, resulting in a set of networks, or Sparse Connectivity Patterns (SCPs) which are functionally interpretable as well as highly discriminative of the two groups. Applied to a study of normal development classifying children vs. adults, the proposed method provided accuracy of 76%(AUC= 0.85), comparable to SVM (79%,AUC=0.87), but with dramatically fewer number of features (50 features vs. 34716 for the SVM). More importantly, this leads to a tremendous improvement in neuro-scientific interpretability, which is specially advantageous in such a study where the group differences are wide-spread throughout the brain. Highest-ranked discriminative SCPs reflect increases in long-range connectivity in adults between the frontal areas and posterior cingulate regions. In contrast, connectivity between the bilateral parahippocampal gyri was decreased in adults compared to children.
Introduction
Functional connectivity, defined as the amount of correlation between observed BOLD time-series, has been widely applied to study the large-scale functional architecture of the human brain in both health, disease, and development. Many studies that examine changes in pair-wise connectivity use multi-variate methods, such as SVMs, with the vectorized correlation matrices as features [1] . Applied to classification, the l 2 -regularized SVM results in a list of connections or edges that are discriminative of the two groups. However, high-dimensional patterns are very difficult to parse and interpret, requiring additional processing and analysis based on prior knowledge of known functional network labels [2] . To address this issue, feature selection methods [3] or l 1 -regularized SVM can be used, which produces a sparse discriminative pattern. However, it is known to ignore features that are highly correlated (and therefore redundant for classification), which could be neurobiologically relevant.
Alternately, a complementary set of analysis that can be performed begins with network identification using independent component analysis (ICA). ICA commonly identifies motor, visual, sub-cortical and default mode networks. These networks can then be analyzed for changes in spatial extent or average connectivity between the two groups. However, in such a method, network identification is performed independently of classification. This can be problematic since not all networks are necessarily different in the two groups -requiring an exhaustive search in order to find group differences. Such a method seeks to represent functional activity in general, and does not aim specifically to find networks that relate to the classification task.
In order to address the above limitations, in this paper, we propose a joint framework that combines network identification with classification, resulting in functionally meaningful networks that are highly discriminative of the two groups. Our method is akin to previous work in structural MRI [4] , presenting a joint generative-discriminative formulation. We propose the use of sparse decompositions for network identification, resulting in a small set of Sparse Connectivity Patterns (SCPs) that are highly discriminative of the two groups, as well as functionally interpretable. Thus, this method reduces the high dimensionality of the connectivity data to a small set of strongly correlated regions, that are relevant to the classification task. In addition, as opposed to vectorizing the correlation matrices [1] the proposed method exploits the positive-semi-definite (PSD) property of the correlation matrix [5] , in order to find stable SCPs.
To test its performance, we use the proposed method to investigate functional connectivity differences between children and young adults. Section 2 provides details of the proposed method. Section 3 describes the results and discusses the merits and drawbacks of the proposed method compared to other methods. Conclusions and future work are provided in section 4.
Identification of Discriminative Sparse Connectivity Patterns
A schematic diagram illustrating our method is shown in Figure 1 . Given P regions, the input to the method is size P ×P correlation matrices Σ n 0, and the associated binary group membership y n , for each subject n, n = 1, 2, . . . , N. We would like to find smaller networks, or SCPs common to all the subjects, such that the total connectivity within each network contributes to the two-group classification. Our formulation jointly optimizes two objectives: (1) Identification of SCPs (2) Learning discriminative SCPs. In the following sub-sections we provide the details of each, followed by the joint optimization strategy. 
Identification of SCPs
We would like to find SCPs common to all the subjects, such that a non-negative combination of SCPs generates the correlation matrix Σ n , for each subject n. We represent each SCP by a vector of region-weights b k , where 
T , where diag(c n ) denotes a diagonal matrix with values c n ∈ R K + along the diagonal. We quantify the approximation above using the frobenius norm. Then the loss function G takes the form:
In general, a blind-decomposition problem such as the above is ill-posed, i.e., multiple optima exist, and the solutions are not stable with respect to the noise in the data. To make the results stable, additional constraints need to be imposed on the matrix factors. Since known functional networks such as the visual or motor networks have small spatial extent compared to the whole brain, we use spatial sparsity as a constraint, similar to our prior work [6] . Hence we impose spatial sparsity on the SCPs by restricting the l 1 -norm of b k to less than a constant value λ.
Learning Discriminative SCPs
Our objective is to find SCPs that can reconstruct that data as well as act as a discriminative basis that can classify the two groups. In other words, each SCP consists of regions which have the following properties (1) they are strongly positively or negatively correlated (2) the total absolute correlation between all the regions within an SCP contributes towards the group difference. The first property is modeled in the previous section; in this section we describe the discriminative term that models the second property.
Given an SCP b k , the scalar value b T k Σ n b k measures the total absolute correlation between all the regions within the SCP for a given subject n. Computed for all SCPs, the K-dimensional vector diag(B T Σ n B) serves as the subject-specific measure that can be used in a multi-variate SVM framework. We use the squared hinge loss and l 2 regularization for the K-dimensional SVM hyperplane w. The cost function for the discriminative term is:
where y n is the binary group label for subject n, and the subscript + denotes the positive part of the argument.
Joint Optimization Framework
Bringing the terms in Eqns. 1 and 2 together, along with the l 2 regularizer for w, we have the optimization problem minimize B,C,w
where μ is the relative weighting fraction between the two terms. A value of μ = 0 produces purely reconstructive SCPs. We use alternating minimization to iteratively solve for B, C and w. We use a projected gradient method [4] for B and C and the libSVM solver for w [7] . The parameter μ, which controls the trade-off between the two terms, will be linearly increased from a value of 0 to 1 during the iterative process. This ensures that the SCPs generated during the first few iterations are mainly reconstructive, which tend to be more stable. Model Parameters The free parameters of the proposed method are the number of SCPs K, and the sparsity level λ. Using grid search, for every pair of values in K ∈ {10, 20, . . .} and λ ∈ {0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.1} * P , we will use repeated five-fold cross-validation to find the optimal set of parameters.
Application to Study of Development

Data and Pre-processing
Data used here was drawn from the PNC database [8] . Our data consists of 91 children (age = 10.38 ± 1.01 yrs.) and 84 young adults (age= 20.21 ± 0.84 yrs.). Corresponding graphs (bottom) plot total connectivity within SCP for each subject vs. subject age. Uni-variate p-value scores comparing total connectivity between two groups are also shown.
As head motion is a known confound that correlates with age effects, we matched the two groups on motion, measured using the mean relative displacement [1, 9] (p = 0.79). As described elsewhere in detail [8] , Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) fMRI was acquired using a whole-brain, echoplanar (EPI) sequence with the following parameters: 124 volumes, TR 3000 ms, TE 32 ms, effective voxel resolution 3.0x3.0x3.0mm.
Subject-level BOLD images fMRI images were affinely registered to the T1 image, followed by non-linear registration to the MNI 152 template. We used the 264 nodes defined in [10] for our experiments. Time-series data was preprocessed using a validated confound regression procedure [11] . Averaged timecourses corresponding to these 264 nodes were used to compute a symmetric Pearson correlation matrix Σ n ∈ S P + for each subject.
Results Using Proposed Method
The results of the cross-validation provided an operating point of K = 50, λ = 0.03P (roughly 10 nodes per SCP) at which the results are generalizable within Fig. 3 . Top two discriminative SCPs whose total connectivity is stronger in adults sub-samples of the dataset. The cross-validation accuracy saturates at higher values of K. For these values, the proposed method gave an average classification accuracy of 76.3 ± 7.08% between children vs. young adults. The most discriminative SCPs are shown in Figures 2 and 3 , rendered using BrainNet Viewer [12] .
Children demonstrated stronger connectivity within the two SCPs, displayed in Figure 2 . Positive correlations between the bilateral temporal poles and the parahippocampal gyri are significantly stronger in children, than in adults. This pattern is consistent with an increased degree of lateralization of temporal connectivity with development [13] . In contrast, adults demonstrated stronger connectivity within two SCPs including the motor network and the default mode network (Figure 3 ). These patterns are consistent with patterns of network segregation, whereby connectivity within certain major networks including the motor network and the default mode network increase with development [2, 1] . Of the four SCPs, strongest p-value difference is exhibited by SCP 4, which shows increased anterior-posterior connectivity between two default-mode regions -medial Pre-Frontal Cortex (mPFC) and the Posterior Cingulate Cortex (PCC). This finding has been consistently found in other studies [2] , further adding to the validity of our method.
Comparison with Other Methods
We compared our method with four alternate approaches: (1) l 2 -regularized l 2 -loss linear SVM [7] with pair-wise correlation values (2) l 1 -regularized l 2 -loss linear SVM (3) Principal Component Analysis (PCA), followed by classification (4) Independent Component Analysis (ICA), followed by classification. The first and second methods are purely discriminative, as they do not perform network identification. The third and fourth methods use unsupervised network identification methods, followed by classification using the total absolute connectivity values as features. The number of components K (in PCA and ICA) and the cost parameter for the SVM was chosen using cross-validation.
The classification performance for all the methods is reported in Table 1 . The un-supervised PCA and ICA methods perform poorly. Of the three methods, l 2 -SVM provides a slightly better performance compared to the proposed method, although the difference in accuracies between the two methods is insignificant (p = 0.0625). The marginally higher accuracy provided by the SVM is due to the 1000-fold increase in the number of features used, leading to a complete loss of interpretability. This is illustrated in Figure 4 , which displays the l 2 -SVM weight vector. The weight vector for l 1 -SVM is also shown in the same figure. While the l 1 penalty does dramatically reduce the number of features used, it does not necessarily alleviate the issue of non-interpretability. As explained earlier, strongly correlated features (connections) that are redundant to the classification are dropped. In contrast, the generative term G within the proposed method tends to retain these features by allocating them to the same SCP. Thus, a whole-brain discriminative pattern is split into multiple SCPs based on the dependencies between the connection strengths, allowing results to be interpreted within the context of known functional brain networks.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a framework that performs supervised dimensionality reduction for functional connectivity data such that the discriminative pattern between two groups is preserved. Results demonstrate improved neurobiological interpretablity compared to purely discriminative approaches without a significant loss of accuracy. SCPs that discriminate children from young adults are consistent with previously-described reports of increased temporal lateralization and functional network segregation. Future work will extend this method to continuous labels within a regression framework.
